


Unfortunately, in southwestern Colombia, cocaine trafficking

occurs all over the world, fueling internal violence and the

degradation of people. That is why we are granting scholarships

to women with intellectual and social talent to develop

professionally and in turn to give back to the community a social

service as managers of development and peace and help its

people who desperately need training, for this it is important to

expand virtual education with greater coverage and even more

quality in this context of a pandemic, we need your collaboration

and charitable heart to help women improve their quality of life

and that of their family and environment.







With your help there is hope for these 
families



In this area of the country, 900 young people graduate 
annually, most of whom withdraw from studying to go on 
to join the lines of subversive groups and drug trafficking. 

This occurs due to a lack of opportunities, and 
educational programs such as Fundesia offer them 

training alternatives in higher education for work. We 
have managed to help in 20 years of social and 

educational work to remove more than 900 young people 
from armed groups and outside the law for the reason of 
education and more than 3,000 young people who have 

improved their quality of life to be useful to society, 
however, it is necessary to support talented women 

leaders since through this we can achieve a stable and 
lasting peace in the territory

Our challenge.





SOLUTION:

Help us transform vulnerable lives and communities

through international cooperation. We have managed

to build a school in this area of the country from

where we promote the full educational day for the

entire country, lost in Colombia 50 years ago and now

we are promoting an institution of higher

technological education, especially in agronomy and

the promotion of the entire rural area productive,

where we train and graduate more than 600 students

annually through agreements with universities and

institutions, however it is necessary to further

strengthen and expand coverage and even more so for

women with social talent.





LONG-TERM SOCIAL IMPACT

With your help we want to Scholarship to

many young people, especially very poor

but talented women, so that they continue

to study at a higher level and in return

acting as local development managers of

their community of origin and can return in

social service the local impulse of

development that helps to the

transformation of that harsh reality of its

people and multiplying the talents and

knowledge acquired.



Generating employment for women in

vulnerable situations







we promote peaceful culture





Agricultural project





OUR FACILITIES




